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Imposing, soft, irreverent. This is Brera sofa by Gio

Mussi, designed to offer unforgettable moments of rest.

Its generous shapes invite you to indulge without

reserve, to leave your worries behind and enjoy the

time that passes by. Isn’t this, after all, the most true

and authentic luxury?
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Technical features

Structure

Solid wood structure with springing in

crossed elastic straps with a high rubber

content. Padding in high resilience

polyurethane foam composed of different

densities on seat and back. Covering in

high-weight thermo-bonded fiber coupled

with cotton cloth.

Upholstery

The upholstery is available in all the

fabrics and leathers of Mussi collection.

Removability

The structure upholstery is completely

removable by detaching the Velcro

anchoring. The cover is removable in both

fabric and leather versions.

Bases

Feet in turned solid wood dyed matt

black.

Sitting comfort

Composed seat sofa. The shaping of the

back is designed to give good lumbar

support.

Warnings

When washing the fabric cover, follow the

indications on the product sheet and

cover the Velcro parts that could damage

the fabric during washing. The soft

padding will give the cover a natural

softer and more aged appearance over

time.
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Technical specifications

Sofa 180 cm - Depth 97 cm - D180  Sofa 180 cm - Depth 147 cm - DP180

Sofa 200 cm - Depth 97 cm - D200  Sofa 220 cm - Depth 147 cm - DP200

Sofa 220 cm - Depth 97 cm - D220  Sofa 220 cm - Depth 147 cm - DP220
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Sofa 240 cm - Depth 97 cm - D240  Sofa 240 cm - Depth 147 cm - DP240
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